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What is a photograph? Why do we
photograph? Is a photograph real,
illusory, both? How do we experience
photography? Do we impose our
meaning on the photo? Or does the
photo impose on our understanding of
the world?

“What’s the difference between having
a picture of an apple and having a
picture of a picture of an apple? If you
take a picture of a picture of an apple
or if you take a picture of an apple, it
ends up being the same thing. It’s still
a photograph and it’s always distant”
Quoted in “Pictures of Pictures: The
Ambiguities of Laura Letinsky’, Lily
Rothman, Time Magazine September
2012.

Laura Letinsky is a
photographer, visual artist,
explorer, teacher and more.
Her purposeful exploration of
various themes, examination
of perceived ambiguities and
production of exquisitely
composed and critically
acclaimed still life photos
established her international
reputation as one of the
preeminent photographers
and visual artists of our time.
“Instead of inviting the viewer to partake in the traditional still life, I was interested in
what remains. What gets left over, what you can’t get rid of, or what you try to hold onto.
It’s almost like once you photograph something, you can then own it and forget about it.
It’s this way of assuming you have knowledge of something, even though you don’t. You
see that all the time, where people go to historic sites and they take a picture and walk
away without even really looking at anything.” (from thegreatdiscontent.com December
2017 Interview by Brandi Katherine Herrara, Photo by Lyndon French.
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